
Category: Technical: Passing & Receiving 
Difficulty: Beginner

Am-Club: Oakville Soccer Club
Carl Horton, Oakville, Canada

HLDP u7-u8 Week 9 Passing and Receiving

Physical Literacy
Organization:
Players are placed inside a 20x20 yds area with or without a ball to
start with (Coaches choice)
Procedure:
The basic concept of 'tag.' Start with two players being "it" go over
what gentle tagging looks like (light tap on the shoulder). Two
players attempt to tag as many other players as possible. If a
player is tagged they must freeze and stand with their legs apart
and wait for another player to come crawl under their legs.
IMPORTANT: Go over that every child must crawl through a players
legs from behind. Give them a demo so that they understand.
Progression: Give all players who are not "it" a soccer ball.
Emphasis: Heads up, running, and FUN!

Freeze Tag (10 mins)

Organization:
Players are placed into 2 teams as shown above in an area that is
15 x 20 yds.
Procedure:
On the coaches call ("red" "yellow") 2 players for each team must
react, touch that colour cone, then run around the blue cone as
shown above. with the coach passing ball in. Players now play 2v2
looking to get a shot on goal as fast as possible.
Coaching Points:
Accuracy of the pass
Eyes on the ball
Pace/weight of the pass
Part of the foot/Part of the ball

2v2 SSG (15 mins)

Organization:
Set up a 25x25 yrd area
Place pairs of cones around the area.
Have players pair up with one ball between each pair.
Procedure:
Players pass and move inside the area and avoid hitting the red
cones (gates). When the coaches call "shopping" players have to
move to a gate and make 3 passes back and forth through the
gate, after 3 passes the move to a different gate. Players have 90
seconds to get through as many gates as possible. After
completing each gate the players score 1 point.
Players play the game several times and it becomes a competition
to see how many points each pair can score.
Coaching points:
Accuracy of the pass
Eyes on the ball
Pace/weight of the pass
Part of the foot/Part of the ball
FUN.

Passing Gates (15 mins)



Organization:
Players placed on to a field 25 x 30yds into 2 teams of 5.
Procedure:
If the ball goes out of the field players can make the decision to
either pass or dribble in, once the ball has been saved or gone out
for a goal kick defensive team must retreat to the retreat line at half
way. Allow the players to play.
Coaching Points:
Accuracy of the pass
Eyes on the ball
Pace/weight of the pass
Part of the foot/Part of the ball

5v5 with Retreat Line (20 mins)
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